The Fermi-surface density of states X(0) and Drude-plasma-frequency tensor (A~) & =4vre N(0)(u Ue) are calculated for 14 metallic elements with hcp structures. By comparison with measured anisotropic resistivity components p~a nd pI~, electron-phonon coupling constants are extracted. The resulting values of k"compare reasonably well with A, from T, for the ten superconducting elements and provide new information on electron-phonon coupling for the four that are not. In particular, A, " for Mg is sufficiently low as to discourage a further search for superconductivity, whereas A, ," for Sc and Y is sufBciently high (0.5 -0.6) to require spin-fluctuation suppression of T, and motivate a low-T search for exotic superconductivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport properties of hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) metals are interesting because the noncubic symmetry of this structure requires that quantities such as resistivity be anisotropic. Angular correlations may be possible which are not seen in the scalar quantities associated with materials of cubic symmetry. Also, deviation of the hcp lattice constants from the ideal c!a ratio of ( -', ) Consider p in Eq. (1) to stand for the resistivity of a metal after the residual resistivity due to impurities is subtracted off. 1/~is then related to A, ", the electron-phonon coupling parameter for transport properties, through the high-temperature expansion of the lowest-order variational solution to the Bloch-Boltzmann equation:
fi/r=2~A, "ktiT(l fi (to )", /12k-ii& + ' ' ), ( Here, OD denotes the Debye temperature of the material and p* represents a repulsive electron-electron interaction.
The validity of this empirical method for finding a value for k"has been confirmed by detailed microscopic calculations (using the rigid muffin-tin model) of A, " for Cu, Nb, Ta, and Pd. The close agreement between k;, " and A, , " suggests that the role of the electron-phonon interaction in the dc resistivity of these metals is well unwhere ( co2 ) " is a weighted mean-square phonon frequency of the metal. The electron-phonon mass enhancement A, , which determines the transition temperature of conventional superconductors, is closely related to k". However, they are not necessarily equal, and it is one of our goals to study their relative magnitudes. (1/i) =(Q~)~/4' . (8) rt (uk uk' ) 
where M(k, k') is the electron-phonon matrix element.
The mass enhancement A, has a similar definition, except that the weight factors (vk -v«) does not differ from I, "«. From the lowest-order variational calculation" for p at high temperature, the formula for ktr aa is obtained: Table I are (Table I) are somewhat higher (0.5, 0. 
